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The Data Science Foundation is proud to be supporting Big Data World 2019
The event takes place 12 – 13 March 2019 at Excel, London and is aimed at everyone working with data.
From data management to data integration, from machine learning and AI to analytics, Big Data World is
the world-leading event that delivers more features, education, products and services than ever before.
Whilst focusing on what really matters for you and your business.
There will be hundreds of hours of free education from over 120 expert speakers covering all the key big
data topics. And there will be thousands of your peers, oﬀering you an invaluable time of networking and
idea-sharing.
And you’ll be able to meet face-to-face with market-leading data solution providers, oﬀering you the
services and solutions you’re looking

One, event limitless opportunities
Meet market-leading data providers to the sector. Exhibitors in 2018 included; Sisense, WANdisco,
Wolfram, Alteryx, Snowﬂake, Oracle, Dataiku, HVR, Qubole, Looker, Maria DB, Melissa Global Intelligence,
SplashBI, Talend, and many more.
Hear from over 120 expert speakers, presenting thousands of hours of world-class content from industry
experts. 2018 hosted speakers from brands such as AT&T, First Utility, Facebook, HMRC, Google, Oracle,
NHS, HSBC, Siemens, Telefonica, Wipro to name a few.
Network with over 20,000 industry professionals. There’s simply no bigger gathering to network and build
partnerships.
Feedback from 2018
The feedback from last years event was impressive:
I have taken away some great ideas from Big Data World! I have talked with some great suppliers which
was my main reason for attending – to connect and network with people in the industry. There’s not many
opportunities like this for you to go to one place and see everything in one room. I hope to be back again
next year!
Head of Data Science - Barclays
‘The located Cloud & Data Centre events alongside Big Data World added huge value to my experience at
the event as it made me think about the diﬀerent ways of relating to data & making me question things
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which I don’t usually think about from a data point of view in my every day work life. Overall, I liked the
range, scope & diversity of the event and I will deﬁnitely recommend the rest of the Sky team attend
alongside myself in 2019.’
Data Scientist - Sky
I’m here to learn about all emerging technologies, get an insight into the developments in the technology
world. I think around Cloud and Machine Learning and AI are all big areas to cover so I think being able to
get high level insights from the presentation available is important. I will be coming back next year as
well.
Senior Director - Ralph Lauren
“As cyber security is the hot topic at the moment, there are many exhibitors with new product showcase
and conference speakers sharing their expertise, I ﬁnd it very informative and insightful. My job scope
covers a broad spectrum, having other shows like Big Data and IoT in one room is very convenient. Look
forward to coming back next year too!”

Register today visit www.bigdataworld.com
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About the Data Science Foundation
The Data Science Foundation is a professional body representing the interests of the Data Science
Industry. Its membership consists of suppliers who oﬀer a range of big data analytical and technical
services and companies and individuals with an interest in the commercial advantages that can be gained
from big data. The organisation aims to raise the proﬁle of this developing industry, to educate people
about the beneﬁts of knowledge based decision making and to encourage ﬁrms to start using big data
techniques.
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